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Abstract This study examines the spatial variability of transport within the inner-shelf south of Martha’s
Vineyard Massachusetts, its time and space dependence, and its importance to the total volume exchanged
between the nearshore and the coastal ocean. The exchange of water across the inner shelf is often consid-
ered to be driven primarily by wind forcing, yet the effects of small-scale O(1–10 km) variability on the total
exchange have not been well quantified. Using a combination of high-resolution HF radar-based surface
currents and a dense array of moorings to document the lateral variability of across-shelf exchange, the
cumulative wind-driven across-shelf transport over the summer stratified period was less than the volume
of the inner-shelf onshore of the 25 m isobath. Along-shelf variations in the wind-driven exchange were as
large as the spatial mean of the wind-driven exchange. A spatially varying time-averaged circulation caused
by tidal rectification resulted in across-shelf exchange larger in magnitude than, and independent of, the
integrated wind-forced exchange. Coherent submesoscale eddies also occurred frequently within the
domain due to flow-topography effects onshore and horizontal density gradients offshore, generally with
lifespans shorter than 10 h, diameters smaller than 6 km, and vertical depths shallower than 10 m. The
across-shelf volume transport due to eddies, estimated by seeding particles within the surface current fields,
was more than half the wind-driven depth-dependent exchange. Thus, accounting for the potential
coherent along-shelf variability present over the inner shelf can significantly increase estimates of the
across-shelf transfer of water masses and particles.
1. Introduction
Visible beyond the surf zone, the inner part of the continental shelf serves as a connector between the near-
shore, dominated by breaking waves, and the larger coastal ocean over the horizon, dominated by geo-
strophic and larger scale motions [Lentz, 2001]. The dynamics that control circulation in this region are
decidedly different from that occurring both onshore and offshore [e.g., Allen, 1980; Lentz and Winant, 1986;
Lentz et al., 1999] and yet critical to predicting the exchange across it. How this exchange occurs and what
processes drive it affects the transport of water masses, nutrients, pollutants, and larval fish or invertebrates
between the coastal ocean to the nearshore [e.g., Menge et al., 2003; McGillicuddy et al., 2005; Dudas et al.,
2009]. While depth-dependent wind-driven upwelling or downwelling exchange has been quantified in
detail [Lentz, 2001; Kirincich et al., 2005; Tilburg, 2003; Fewings et al., 2008; Lentz et al., 2008; Fewings and
Lentz, 2011, among others], the role of lateral variably in modifying this exchange is poorly understood
because of the difficulty of observing lateral variability at short scales using conventional mooring-based
techniques. This study examines the spatial variability of transport within the inner-shelf south of Martha’s
Vineyard Massachusetts, its time and space dependence, and its importance to the total volume exchanged
between the nearshore and the coastal ocean.
Dynamically defined as the part of the shelf where the surface and bottom Ekman layers overlap and inter-
act [Mitchum and Clarke, 1986], the inner shelf has been studied primarily within a 2-D, along-shelf uniform
framework (see review by Lentz and Fewings [2012]). Offshore, depth-dependent across-shelf transport due
to wind-driven upwelling and downwelling dominates the exchange of water masses on many continental
shelves [Huyer, 1990]. However, within the inner shelf, forcing due to across-shelf winds [Tilburg, 2003;
Fewings et al., 2008] and waves, via the Stokes-Coriolis force [Lentz et al., 2008], can lead to higher magni-
tudes of volume transport than that possible via along-shelf wind-driven exchange alone, as overlapping
boundary layers reduce the across-shelf transport within the inner shelf Lentz [1994]. Numerical model
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results have illustrated the potential for local minima in exchange [Austin and Lentz, 2002; Kuebel Cervantes
et al., 2003] within the inner shelf under both along-shelf wind forcing and wind forcing at an angle to the
coastline [Fewings et al., 2008], suggesting that this area of the shelf can serve as an effective barrier, isolat-
ing the nearshore from the larger coastal ocean.
Along the coast, even small variations in bathymetry can lead to important deviations from the 2-D picture
described above. Several examples of flow-topography effects [Song et al., 2001; Tilburg and Garvine, 2003;
Yankovsky and Chapman, 1995] exist for the inner shelf and parallels to larger, shelf-scale variations
[Kirincich and Barth, 2009a; Castelao and Barth, 2006; Huyer et al., 2005] can be made. More generally, lateral
variability may be caused by bathymetric features, spatially variable wind forcing, coherent vorticities, or
eddies, as well as incoherent horizontal stirring within the inner shelf. Yet relative to the depth-dependent
exchange, which could be a local minimum in the inner shelf, the importance of these types of lateral varia-
tions on the total exchange has not been quantified. The lack of high-resolution observations of coastal
flows at horizontal scales less than a few kilometers has been a barrier toward both quantifying the effects
of lateral variability and improving estimates of both lateral stirring and energy transfer in the coastal ocean
[Capet et al., 2008].
The inner-shelf south of Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts (Figure 1) has been the site of recent efforts to
examine both the 2-D exchange present and the role of lateral variability. Previous studies of 2-D exchange
Figure 1. (a) The Southern New England Shelf denoted in red relative to North America (inset), and the study area south of Martha’s
Vineyard, Massachusetts (red box). (b) HF radar % coverage map with the locations of the radar stations (dots) and the ISLE moorings
(triangles).
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dynamics made using a single across-shelf array of moorings in the region observed strong coherence to
theoretical transport estimates based solely on the wind [Fewings et al., 2008; Horwitz and Lentz, 2014]. Few-
ings and Lentz [2011] concluded that time-mean, nonwind-driven upwelling circulation cooled the inner-
shelf south of Martha’s Vineyard in summer. However, numerical model analysis [Wilkin, 2006; Ganju et al.,
2011] and high-resolution high-frequency (HF) radar-based surface current observations [Kirincich et al.,
2012] have found that the area is also subject to strong lateral gradients in tidal velocities due to the prox-
imity of Wasque Shoals, a bathymetric shoal located between the islands of Martha’s Vineyard and Nantuck-
et. These lateral gradients in the tide lead to tidal rectification and a nonuniform low-frequency, or
‘‘background’’ circulation pattern. This pattern drives both sustained lateral gradients in across-shelf velocity
and advective heat flux at the surface [Kirincich et al., 2012]. Additional analysis of the HF radar-based obser-
vations used by Kirincich et al. [2012] identified significant numbers of coherent vorticities or eddies with
spatial scales of 2–5 km within a small (10 3 15 km) area due in part to wind forcing and tidal dynamics
[Kirincich, 2016]. While focused on the structure and dynamics of the eddies occurring near Wasque Shoals,
Kirincich [2016] also suggested that eddies had the potential to be an important means of lateral exchange
for surface waters over the inner shelf. However, without knowledge of the vertical extent of the eddies,
their full effect could not be quantified.
This study uses a combination of high-resolution HF radar surface current observations and a dense array of
hydrographic and velocity moorings to examine the lateral scales of variability present on the inner-shelf
south of Martha’s Vineyard, MA and quantify the importance of these variations in relation to depth-
dependent mechanisms for volume transport across the inner shelf. Relative to the surface current observa-
tions described by Kirincich et al. [2012] and Kirincich [2016], the radar deployment used here covered a
broader spatial extent at slightly coarser spatial resolution. These data were collected during the Inner-Shelf
Lateral Exchange (ISLE) study, which is described in detail below, followed by descriptions of the analysis
methods used to estimate surface layer transports, identify eddies, and track particles. These data are then
used to describe: the background circulation during the 6 month study period, the wind-driven depth-
dependent exchange flow observed, and the occurrence of individual coherent vortex features or eddies.
The across-shelf transport driven by each of these processes are quantified, and the results discussed in
terms of their implications for the transport of water particles across the inner shelf. Thus, work focuses on
the potential of wind-driven, eddy-driven, or mean processes to translate water masses across the shelf in a
seasonally integrated sense, and does not include the potential effects of horizontal or vertical mixing on
exchange.
2. Data
Conducted from 9 June to 4 December 2014, the Inner-Shelf Lateral Exchange (ISLE) study observed the in
situ velocity and density structure at multiple locations in the inner-shelf south of Martha’s Vineyard, MA,
and paired these observations with high-resolution remotely sensed observations of surface currents made
using land-based HF radar systems.
2.1. Subsurface Velocity and Hydrography
Observations of the vertical structure of velocity and hydrography were made at nine locations within the
study area, spanning water depths of 12–25 m, 1.5–11.5 km offshore (Figure 1). At each location, a surface
mooring supported 4–7 SBE-37 MicroCats measuring temperature and conductivity (CT) throughout the
water column (Table 1). A nearby bottom lander supported an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)
sampling water column velocities using vertical bins of 0.25–1 m and sample rates of 0.33–1 Hz. Moorings
A, B, C, and F were deployed continuously from 9 June to 4 December while moorings E and I were
deployed for 2 shorter time periods (Table 1) due to the constraints of a collaborative field program. The
ADCP at mooring D was snagged by a trawler in mid-June and redeployed on 5 August. Mooring G is the
Martha’s Vineyard Coastal Observatory’s (MVCO’s) long-term underwater node, where continuous ADCP
observations have been available since 2001. Mooring H, located adjacent to the MVCO tower itself, was
deployed in early August. The CT observations were processed to remove both temperature and conductivi-
ty spikes as well as biases due to conductivity drift before being used to estimate salinity and density. ADCP
along-beam velocities were processed following [e.g., Kirincich and Barth, 2009b] to give time series of quali-
ty controlled, horizontal velocities from 1 m above the instrument to 2–4 m below the sea surface due to
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sidelobe interference [Gordon, 1996]. The exact bin of the sidelobe masking was determined using a precise,
signal intensity-based, estimate of the sea surface height that accounted for tidal variability of the water col-
umn. All moored time series were averaged over independent 1/2 h time intervals, centered on the hour, to
match the temporal resolution of the surface current observations.
2.2. Surface Currents
For the ISLE study, the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) high-resolution HF radar system
[Kirincich et al., 2013] was reconfigured to observe surface currents within an expanded 30 3 40 km cover-
age area from May to December 2014. The three HF radar systems were spaced at 10 km intervals along
the south coast of Martha’s Vineyard (Figure 1). Each system was a 25 MHz Codar Ocean Systems SeaSonde
direction-finding radar operated using a combination of 350 kHz bandwidth and low transmit power (10 W)
to achieve resolutions of 429 m over ranges of 40 km. For each system, 1024 point (8 min) spectral esti-
mates of the radar backscatter were used to resolve doppler velocities less than 0.01 m s21. Successive
spectra were averaged using a moving 24 min averaging window to form an average spectral estimate
every 15 min, which were processed using advanced methods [Kirincich et al., 2012; Kirincich, 2016] into
quality controlled estimates of the radial velocity at radial and azimuthal resolution of 429 m and 58, respec-
tively. These data were combined into vector velocities on a uniform 800 m resolution grid via a weighted
least squares technique using data within 1 km and successive 1/2 h time intervals centered on the hour.
Only grid locations with an estimated Geometric Dilution of Precision (GDOP) [Barrick, 2002] of less than
1.75, or approximately 308 angular station separations, were used. Use of the logarithm of the estimated sig-
nal power as a weighting function increased the accuracy of the final product (Appendix A) and, when car-
ried through the vector calculation, served as a superior indicator of velocity quality compared to standard
error estimates based on the standard deviation of the radial velocity average.
2.3. Ancillary Data
Wind velocities and meteorological conditions were recorded by MVCO both at a shore-line based meteoro-
logical mast and an offshore tower (Figure 1). Winds from the tower, measured by a 3-axis sonic anemome-
ter located at 17 m above the sea surface, were used primarily here, and are thought to be representative
of winds over the entire study area. Small gaps in the tower wind record were filled using land-based sen-
sors using transfer functions developed by Fewings et al. [2008]. Wind stress was estimated from the tower
winds using bulk formulae [Fairall et al., 2003]. Estimates of the significant wave height and dominant wave
period were estimated from the 2 Hz ADCP observations made at mooring G, following Terray et al. [1997].
3. Methods
3.1. Surface Layer Transport
The velocity profiles collected by the moored ADCPs were used to estimate the across-shelf transport within
the surface layer following the methods described by Lentz [2001] and Kirincich et al. [2005], with a few key
additions. At each mooring location, except mooring A, the observed HF radar surface currents nearest the





Lat. Lon. Depth (m) CT Depths (m) ADCP Type Size (m)
A 41819.91150N 70841.99090W 9 Jun 2014 to 2 Dec 2014 15 1, 3, 6, 9, 11 WHa 1200 kHz 0.5
B 41816.97280N 70842.00580W 9 Jun 2014 to 2 Dec 2014 25 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 17, 21 WH 600 kHz 1.0
C 41819.91130N 70837.20890W 9 Jun 2014 to 2 Dec 2014 15 1, 3, 6, 9, 11 WH 1200 kHz 0.5
D 41817.02330N 70835.21480W 5 Aug 2014 to 15 Jan 2015 25 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 17, 21 WH 600 kHz 1.0
E 41819.26100N 70831.55810W 2 Jul 2014 to 09/22/2014 15 1, 3, 6, 9, 11 NOb 1000 kHz 0.25
11 Nov 2014 to 13 Jan 2015 15 1, 3, 6, 9, 11 NO 1000 kHz 0.25
F 41816.37900N 70831.80900W 11 Jun 2014 to 5 Dec 2014 25 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 17, 21 WH 600 kHz 1.0
G 41820.09310N 70833.40990W 9 Jun 2014 to 31 Dec 2014 12 1, 4, 6, 9 WH 1200 kHz 0.5
H 41819.40670N 70834.06060W 6 Aug 2014 to 15 Jan 2015 16 1, 3, 6, 9, 11 NO 1000 kHz 0.25
I 41818.11000N 70834.22970W 2 Jul 2014 to 22 Sep 2014 21 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 17 WH 600 kHz 1.0
11 Nov 2014 to 13 Jan 2015 21 1, 3, 6, 9, 12, 17 WH 600 kHz 1.0
aT-RDI Workhorse Mariner or Monitor.
bNortek 5-beam AD2CP.
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location of the mooring were com-
bined with the subsurface velocities
to create a full water column velocity
profile for each 1/2 h of the full time
series. At mooring A, which was not
located within the radar coverage
area, the velocity in the top 3 bins of
the ADCP was extrapolated to the sur-
face [following Lentz, 2001] to form
the full water-column velocities. An
estimate of the Stokes drift, which
was measured by the radars but not
by the ADCPs [Kirincich et al., 2012],
was added to the ADCP observations
using the observed wave statistics
[following Lentz et al., 2008]. The
added Stokes drift accounts for an
important difference between the HF
radar and ADCP data sets. Velocities
were interpolated from the highest
measured bin of the ADCP to the HF radar velocity at 0.5 m depth [Stewart and Joy, 1974], and from the
bottom-most ADCP depth bin to 0 at the bottom (Figure 2).
To estimate the across-shelf transport, the full water column velocity profiles were rotated into a coordinate
system aligned with the principal axis of flow, determined using the depth-averaged velocity after an esti-
mate of the depth-averaged tidal flow, found using 8 tidal components and T_tide [Pawlowicz et al., 2002],
was removed. Estimates of (1) the depth-varying tidal flow, (2) the mean vertical structure of the across-
shelf velocity, and (3) the depth-averaged across-shelf velocity were made and subtracted from the across-
shelf velocities to obtain the across-shelf velocity anomaly at each mooring. The time-varying across-shelf
surface transport was estimated by integrating the velocity anomaly from the surface to the first zero-
crossing of the profile (Figure 2) deeper than 2 m depth and assuming a unit along-shelf width to yield time
series of surface layer transport (Uobs, in m
3/s per along-shelf m) at each mooring. Tests comparing the sur-
face transport results with and without the HF radar-based extrapolation to the surface found that account-
ing for the near-surface shear increases correlations with the theoretical wind-driven transports (shown
below) by an average of 0.1 and 0.15 in summer and winter, respectively.
3.2. Coherent Eddies
3.2.1. Eddy Identification
Following a methodology described in detail by Kirincich [2016] and Kim [2010], this work defines an eddy as a
set of closed contours of the stream function formed by the nondivergent horizontal stream function. The
stream function and nondivergent velocities were isolated using a least squares fit to each independent 1/2 h
residual velocity estimate—with the tide and temporal mean over the study period removed [Kirincich, 2016]—
accounting for 70 6 10% of the east velocity and 60 6 10% of the north velocity components. The stream func-
tion interval used to find the eddy field was fixed at dw 5 50 m
2 s21 units for the data set (Figure 3). This defines
the minimum circulation of an eddy, and is based on the potential error of the HF radar velocity estimates, gen-
erally 6 cm s21 over the 800 m grid spacing (Appendix A). The method identifies only features that exceed a
minimum change in stream function (i.e., intensity) that are larger than a minimum size (6 grid points for an
effective minimum radius of 2 km) and can be observed for longer than a minimum time period (1.5 h or
three 1/2 h observations). The effective radius of the eddy was defined as the radius of a circle with an area
equal to the area of the eddy. The center of the eddy was defined as the local minima or maxima of the stream
function within the eddy. Eddies were tracked over time following [Chelton et al., 2011], by assuming that the
eddy area translated slowly enough to always overlap in space during subsequent observations.
3.2.2. Eddy Depths
The full velocity profiles available at the moorings were used to estimate the vertical structure of eddies when
eddies were observed to pass over a mooring. For each realization of an eddy at a mooring, the vertical extent
Figure 2. Sample vertical structure of the residual (tide and background mean
removed) velocities incorporating both the ADCP and HF radar observations from
lander B. Shown for the (a) east and (b) north velocities are the observed velocities
from the ADCP (dots) and HF radar (triangle), the estimated Stokes drift vertical
structure (blue), and the final interpolated velocity profile (red).
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of the eddy was determined from the veering angle of the horizontal velocity profile with depth below the
surface. The depth at which the velocity veered more than 908 from the direction of the observed surface cur-
rent was assumed to be representative of the thickness of the eddy itself. All available estimates of the eddy
depth over the eddy lifespan were averaged to estimate the mean eddy depth. Additionally, the time-
averaged eddy depth with radial distance away from the center of the eddy was estimated by tracking the
eddy in an eddy-following coordinate system, and normalizing the distance to the center by the instanta-
neous effective radius of the eddy. Despite the dense spacing of the moorings, the number of eddies passing
moorings was not sufficient to realize useful statistics on the change in depth of the eddy over its lifespan or
the full horizontal variability of the eddy depth for individual eddies. The method used here was compared to
methods using: different veering cutoffs (i.e., 458), the depth to the first zero crossing of the dominant velocity
component (Figure 3), and a change in density cutoff to define the eddy thickness. In general, velocity-based
criteria were found to have reduced standard deviations for most eddy types (see below) than density-based
estimates, and while differences existed in the absolute eddy depth results for individual threshold levels, the
relative differences between eddy types were consistent across all methods.
3.2.3. Eddy Transport
Finally, pseudoparticles were seeded within the HF radar surface current results to track the movement of water
starting within coherent eddies as well as establish the potential for transport across the shelf [Rypina et al., 2016;
Kirincich, 2016]. Particle tracking, utilizing the HFR Progs Matlab toolbox which follows Kaplan and Largier [2006],
was done for each eddy using two separate pseudodeployments: (1) particles starting at each HF radar grid point
within all coherent eddies that overlap the 25 m isobath, and (2) particles starting at each grid point along a zonal
line that spans the domain from east to west and passes through the center of the eddy. In each case, particles
were advected over the lifespan of the eddy and each trajectory was assumed representative of a volume of water
equivalent to an HF radar grid point in area (800 3 800 m) with a vertical extent equal to the mean eddy depth.
4. Results
4.1. 2014 Conditions
The ISLE study period spanned from early summer (9 June) to midwinter (4 December), 2014. Water column
stratification, as estimated at lander D from the top to bottom density difference (Figure 4), increased from
Figure 3. (a) Example of surface current velocity product (vectors) obtained on 29 June 2014 at 20:00 UTC. Overlaid on the vectors are the
defined eddy streamlines (blue contours), vorticity (color), and density (magenta contours with contour interval of r 5 0.02). Additionally, the (b)
vertical structure of the east and north velocity and (c) density measured at Lander F during the time of the eddy are also shown. For the example
eddy, an eddy depth of 12 m was determined using the veering of the velocity vector from the surface as the defining criteria (see text).
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June until the beginning of August due mostly to changes in temperature (not shown here). On time
scales of days, density and stratification varied in response to fluctuations in wind forcing. Westward
(downwelling) winds generally resulted in reduced stratification (though not warming) while eastward
(upwelling) winds led to increased stratification and in some cases cooling. However, large variations in
density at time scales of multiple days occurred throughout the summer that were unrelated to wind events
(i.e., 10 July or 1 September), suggesting that nonwind-driven subtidal processes were also present during
summer [Rypina et al., 2014]. After mid-September, stronger wind events are correlated with decreases in
stratification and increases in water column density (Figure 4) until the maximum density of rh525 is
reached in December.
Wind stress over the inner-shelf south of Martha’s Vineyard was predominantly to the northeast during
summer [Fewings et al., 2008; Kirincich, 2016], defined here as the period between June and 18 September
when the water column is normally stratified (Figure 4), with relatively mild wind stresses consistently
between 0.05 and 0.1 PA. After the final breakdown of stratification on 26 September, defined here as win-
ter, wind forcing is to the east or south east and stronger, with wind stresses generally greater than 0.1 PA
[Fewings et al., 2008]. However, the standard deviation of the wind stress is greater than the mean through-
out the year, with variability generally occurring on short, 1–5 day time scales (Figure 4).
4.2. Background Circulation
Previous model [Wilkin, 2006; Ganju et al., 2011] and observational studies [Kirincich et al., 2013] have docu-
mented the spatial structure of the seasonally varying background circulation in the region. Onshore and to
the west of Wasque Shoals, a cyclonic recirculation pattern exists that is primarily driven by tidal rectifica-
tion (Figure 5). However, this signal is modified by both seasonal stratification and low-frequency winds
Figure 4. (a) Density at all depths (Table 1) observed at mooring D during the 2014 ISLE study period, (b) east and north wind stress
calculated from the MVCO offshore tower wind observations, and (c) the theoretical, integrated wind-driven across-shelf transport in
summer and winter (computed following Lentz and Fewings [2012]).
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[Kirincich et al., 2013]. The size and intensity of the recirculation is larger and more intense during summer
months, when winds are weak and horizontal density gradients are stronger, and weaker during winter
when the density gradients are weaker. Inshore and west of this recirculation, mean surface velocities are
weak except near the western end of Martha’s Vineyard where stronger velocities exist near the gap
between Martha’s Vineyard and Nomans Island (Figure 5). Offshore and south of Nomans and the southern
extent of Wasque Shoal, mean velocities are along-shelf to the west. However, evidence for a westward sea-
sonal baroclinic jet, likely associated with horizontal density gradients emanating from Nantucket Shoals to
the southeast [Wilkin, 2006], exists as the summer velocities are stronger and broader in spatial extent than
in winter. This background circulation and its seasonal variations lead to differential transport of water
masses as well as heat and salt along and across the inner shelf [Kirincich et al., 2013].
4.3. Wind-Driven Surface Layer Transport
The orientation of the principal axis of flow across the mooring array ranged from 308 to 2338 relative to
East (Table 2). Relative differences between the principal axis and the along-isobath direction was generally
65

with the exception of moorings B and F (Figure 6), where the orientation of the principal axis crossed
local isobaths by up to 60

. At B, the depth-averaged flow was potentially adjusting to the southwestward
orientation of the 25 m isobath that exists west of the mooring due to the presence of Nomans to the
southwest. At F, the flow could be constrained by the sharp bathymetry of Wasque Shoals rising to the east
of the mooring. Importantly, at all moorings, the standard deviation of the along-shelf (major axis) depth-
Figure 5. (a) Summer, 9 June to 18 September, and (b) winter, 26 September to 4 December, time averaged surface currents within the HF radar domain. Contours of the time-averaged
density anomaly at 3 m depth, based on CT observations from the moorings, are overlaid with differences from the zero anomaly contour (green) shown in successive 0.025 rt positive
(red) or negative (blue) contours. Thus, as shown, there is a 0.25 and 0.1 rt range in the mean density anomaly for summer and winter, respectively.









Slope Due to Winds Directed
Regression
Intercepta
Slope Due to Winds Directed
Along-Shelf Across-Shelf rb Along-Shelf Across-Shelf r
A 15 29.3 20.02 0.02 0.61 0.50 0.03 20.09 0.32 0.67
B 25 29.5 0.03 0.30 1.11 0.63 0.01 20.16 0.59 0.71
C 15 20.9 20.03 20.04 0.95 0.70 0.02 20.16 0.54 0.88
D 25 215.6 20.06 0.77 1.53 0.71 0.04 20.20 0.65 0.75
E 15 214.9 20.02 20.23 1.45 0.82 20.02 20.10 0.47 0.90
F 25 233.5 20.08 20.01 1.37 0.68 0.02 20.14 0.84 0.86
G 12 27.0 20.02 20.18 0.87 0.81 0.02 20.16 0.48 0.86
H 16 22.7 0.02 20.20 0.55 0.79
I 21 221.5 20.02 0.56 1.60 0.80 20.01 20.26 0.77 0.88
aIn m2/s per along-shelf m.
bCorrelation coefficients significant at the 95% confidence level.
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averaged velocity was generally twice or more the standard deviation of the across-shelf (minor axis)
depth-averaged velocity (Figure 6: denoted by the relative size of the axis lengths at each mooring), sugges-
ting that the principal axis results described here are robust.
A multiple linear regression was performed to estimate the components of the observed across-shelf sur-
face layer transport (Uobs) driven by the along-shelf and across-shelf winds, respectively. Theoretical trans-
ports of the along-shelf and across-shelf exchange were estimated following Lentz [2001] and Fewings et al.
[2008] as UAS 5 0:25sAS=qf , for the along-shelf component, and UXS5uh for the across-shelf component,
where q is a reference density, f is the Coriolis parameter, s is the wind stress, u5ðsXS=jsXSjÞjsXS=qj1=2 is the
friction velocity, and h is the water depth (Figure 4). The coefficient of 0.25 for the along-shelf Ekman trans-
port has been previously found to represent the response of the inner shelf at these water depths to along-
shelf wind forcing [Lentz, 2001; Kirincich et al., 2005].
Across the domain, the predicted transport based on the regression was generally significantly correlated
with the observed transport, accounting for 40–67% of the observed transport variance in summer (ignor-
ing mooring A as an outlier) and 45–80% of the transport variance in winter. The regression coefficients
themselves serve as indicators of how responsive Uobs was to each component of the wind. Regression coef-
ficients for the along-shelf wind-driven transport increased with water depth as is expected from the results
of Lentz [2001], but also varied with along-shelf distance, potentially due to the increase in stratification,
although only the mean effect of stratification is considered below.
The breakdown of stratification that occurred after mid-September marked the transition to water column
conditions representative of winter months, where boundary layers are expected to be deeper [Lentz,
1995]. During this period, across-shelf winds made the dominant contribution to the regression at all moor-
ings (Table 2) likely due to the presence of thicker Ekman layers, but with regression coefficients that were
generally half those found during summer. Regression coefficients for the along-shelf wind during winter
were small, generally negative—or the opposite sign as what would be expected via Ekman transport—and
unlikely to contribute to the positive correlation to the theoretical exchange observed.
During summer, the regressions at the 15 m moorings C, E, and G onshore favored forcing from the across-
shelf winds, as across-shelf wind regression coefficients were 0.87–1.45 while along-shelf wind regression
coefficients were near zero (Table 2). At D and I offshore, the summer regressions also favored forcing from
the across-shelf winds, with regression coefficients near 1.6 while along-shelf wind regression coefficients
Figure 6. The along-shelf and across-shelf coordinate system (blue cross) at each ISLE mooring location is shown with the major and minor
axis lengths scaled by the standard deviation of the depth-averaged velocities. On this axis, the time-integrated surface layer transport
across the principal axis during summer (black arrows and listed in m3 per day) is given along with the results of the multiple linear regres-
sion between the observed transport and the along-shelf and across-shelf winds (see text for details). The relative magnitude and direction
of the integrated across-shelf surface transport due to the across-shelf (red arrows) and along-shelf (blue arrows) winds are shown as the
integrated effect of the regression intercept (magenta arrows). Error bounds (green line) shown based on varying the principal axis 658
and recomputing all estimates. The theoretical transport for each wind component, derived from the observed winds (Figure 4), is shown
for reference.
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were smaller in comparison at near 0.6 (Table 2). At mooring F, the large rotation of the principal axis may
have influenced the regression coefficients of the observed transport with the estimated wind-forced
exchange. With a rotation that would put the dominant winds to the northeast more parallel to the across-
shelf coordinate, the observed transport had a regression coefficient of near zero with the along-shelf wind-
driven transport, but 1.37 with the transport driven by the across-shelf wind (Table 2). The rotation of the
principal axis did not appear to alter regression coefficients at mooring B during the summer period.
Despite having a principal axis more aligned with the dominant wind direction, the regression coefficient
for the across-shelf transport due to along-shelf wind forcing was small (0.30) compared to the O(1) coeffi-
cient seen for the across-shelf wind-driven transport.
While these results show that theoretical estimates are indeed a reasonable predictor of the observed trans-
port, especially during summer, the spatial variations in the regression values are as great as 50% of the val-
ues themselves, suggesting that strong gradients in wind-driven circulation can exist on spatial scales of
kilometers. The lower correlation and regressions seen at A (Table 2) were due in part to its location outside
of the radar domain that required a different surface extrapolation technique. Estimating the transport cal-
culation using the nonradar extrapolation at mooring G (not shown here) gives regression correlations that
are 0.2 lower than that shown in Table 2.
The regression intercepts represent the mean or integrated effect of the nonwind-driven transport
observed at the mooring location. In general, the intercept is small relative to the size of the variations in
the surface transport driven by the wind. For example, the standard deviation of the theoretical along or
across-shelf transport driven by either wind component is O(0.1) m3 s21 per along shelf m, while the mean
of the nonwind-driven transports are less than 0.03 m3 s21, except for at moorings D and F during summer.
Notably, the mean nonwind-driven transports are directed offshore in the summer and onshore in the win-
ter. While the magnitudes of the regression intercepts are small, they can have a sizable impact in the inte-
grated depth-dependent transport observed at the moorings due to the fluctuating nature of the winds, as
shown below.
4.4. Coherent Eddies
4.4.1. Occurrence and Distribution
Between 10 June and 5 December 2014, 635 eddies were identified within the footprint of the HF radar sys-
tem. In general, statistics of the eddies identified (Figure 7) were similar for both anticyclonic and cyclonic
eddies. Eddies tended to move less than 5 km from their starting point over their relativity short, 2–10 h,
lifespans (Figure 7). The mean effective radius of the eddies had a peak at 1.5 km with a slow rolloff to radii
of 3–6 km (Figure 7). Thus, most eddies do not translate horizontally more than their effective diameter.
Eddies are more often found in summer than winter, and the area adjacent to Wasque Shoals (Figure 8)
dominates eddy activity in both seasons. Examining the spatial distributions of eddies during summer, eddy
occurrences can be organized into approximately six ‘‘hot spots’’ of eddy activity, classified by both the loca-
tion of the eddy and its rotational direction. Anticyclonic eddies were most often found within the (1) north-
east corner adjacent to the Wasque Shoal (Figure 8), but also within a (2) broad area in the middle of the













































Figure 7. Eddy statistics including (a) eddy lifespan, (b) propagation distance, and (c) effective radius—as the radius of a circle having an
area to that of the eddy. Note that a gap in the distribution of cyclonic eddy lifespans exists as no observed eddies were found within that
time range.
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domain, located approximately inshore of the main axis of the along-shelf coastal current present during
summer (i.e., Figure 5). A notable portion of this broad area of anticyclonic eddies is adjacent to the (3)
western edge, centered at 418130N, 708440W. Cyclonic eddies were found within an expanded portion of the
(4) northeast corner as well along the (5) western edge and (6) offshore of 418120N, south of the main axis
of the along-shelf coastal current during summer (Figure 1).
4.4.2. Characteristic Eddy Types
The six eddy types, defined above and in Table 3, account for 529 of the 634 eddies identified. Each repre-
sent a characteristic flow field of the study area as can be seen in a composite average of the velocity fields
during each eddy type (Figure 9). It is important to note that the focus here is not solely on the eddies
themselves but the characteristics of the larger flow field observed in the domain when eddies are present.
Averaging in geographic coordinates, as done here, has the effect of smearing the spatial structure of the
eddies out over a slightly larger area than the mean eddy diameter for each eddy type due to the variable
diameters and centroid locations of the eddies (Figure 9). However, forming this composite view using an
eddy-centric reference frame, normalize by the mean eddy radius, gave a qualitatively similar result as that
shown here for the circulation of the eddies themselves, but had the larger negative effect of biasing the
far-field flow structures.
Anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies in the northeast corner (Figures 9a and 9d), encompassing those previous-
ly described by Kirincich [2016], are the most numerous but generally have smaller effective radii and
Figure 8. Eddy density, defined as the number of eddies seen at a grid point for (a, b) anticyclonic and (c, d) cyclonic eddies during (a, c) winter—26 September to 4 December, 2014—
and (b, d) summer—10 June to 18 September, 2014. Note the range of the color bar is different for winter and summer.
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shorter lifespans relative to those identified elsewhere within the domain (Table 3). The dominant nontidal
flow present at scales larger than the eddy is strong and to the northwest (southeast) for anticyclonic
(cyclonic) eddies, suggesting that the eddies themselves are wedged between this cross-isobath flow and
Wasque Shoals to the east. Examining the mean composite near-surface (3 m) density anomaly, formed by
removing the spatial structure of the monthly mean density spatial anomaly (Figure 5) from the spatial
anomaly of density during all eddies of each characteristic type, the composite eddy anomaly was near zero
for cyclonic eddies within the northeast corner but had a r 5 0.04 difference across the western side of the
composite anticyclonic eddy, with denser waters located within the eddy core.
Eddies along the western edge (Figures 9c and 9f) appear to interact strongly with both the western edge
of Martha’s Vineyard and Nomans to the south. Cyclonic eddies of this type are tightly distributed just east
of Nomans and tend to occur during winds to the north with strong onshore surface currents throughout
the domain east of the eddy. Anticyclonic eddies in the northwest corner are more diffuse in location, have
Figure 9. Composite surface currents present during each of the six characteristic eddy types (Table 3). For each plot, the time-averaged surface currents present over the life of each
eddy are averaged for all eddies within each eddy type (Table 3). Only eddy averaged mean currents that are larger in magnitude than the standard error are shown. Additionally, the
mean location of the center of each eddy (magenta dot) within the characteristic type are shown to illustrate the potential smearing of the composite surface current field due to the
spatial variability of the eddy locations themselves. Superimposed on the velocity fields are the eddy averaged density anomaly contours at 3 m depth (with a contour interval of
rt 5 0.02) formed by removing the seasonally varying background density structure shown in Figure 5 from the instantaneous densities estimated at the moorings. The composite-
averaged wind stress, observed at the offshore tower near mooring H (Figure 1), is shown at the location of the shoreline-base meteorological mast for clarity (thick blue arrow).
Table 3. Characteristic Eddy Type Statistics
Effective Radius
(km) # Eddies Eddy Depth (m)
Rotation Location Definition # Eddies Mean Std. Dev. w/depthsa Mean Std. Dev.
Northeast corner
Cyclonic North of 418150 , East of 708360 139 2.1 0.8 84 8.4 0.5
Anticyclonic North of 418150 , East of 708330 120 1.9 0.6 55 6.8 0.7
Western border
Cyclonic South of 418170 , West of 708400 86 2.7 1.2 18 13.2 1.4
Anticyclonic North of 418150 , West of 708370 55 2.3 1.1 26 6.8 1.3
Offshore
Cyclonic South of 418120 , East of 708420 47 2.7 1.2 5 9.1 2.4
Anticyclonic South of 418150 , West of 708330 82 2.9 1.2 12 8.9 1.6
aThe number of eddies of each type observed passing a mooring, yielding an estimate of the eddy depth.
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relatively small effective radii, weak density anomaly gradients, and are associated with strong surface flow
offshore to the southwest, but relatively weak winds.
Eddies found offshore (Figures 9b and 9e) are the largest of all of the eddies observed (Table 3), for both
rotational directions. Average winds were strong and to the northeast during occurrences of offshore
eddies, and surface currents onshore at the moorings were to the east and consistent with the observed
density anomaly gradients (see below). Offshore, the composite flow suggests an along-shelf jet exists
onshore of both eddy types. However, the locations of the anticyclonic offshore eddies are fairly diffuse to
the south, likely influencing the composite view more for this eddy type than for other composites.
4.4.3. Eddy Depths
Estimated depths for most eddy types were similar, to within the standard error of the mean eddy depth,
particularly at 1–1.5 radii away from the eddy center. Inside of 1 radii from the center, cyclonic eddies found
along the western edge had the deepest depths, at 10–18 m 0.5–1 radii away from the center, the approxi-
mate sill depth between the western edge of Martha’s Vineyard and the Nomans Island offshore to the
south (Figure 1). Cyclonic eddies in the northeast corner also had slightly greater eddy depths than
the remainder of the eddy types, with values of 10–12 m at 0.25-0.5 radii from the eddy center, similar to
the shoal depth directly to the east. Due to the velocity-based detection method used, eddy depths are like-
ly to be biased shallow when detected at the center of the eddy where flow is the most quiescent and
velocity errors might lead to increased veering with depth. In general, depth estimates were possible at less
than half of the eddies for most eddy types (Table 3). While depths were available for 60% of the cyclonic
eddies in the northeast corner due to their proximity to the moorings, only 10% of the cyclonic eddies off-
shore were seen at the moorings. Similarly, it should be noted that only the largest offshore eddies were
observed at the moorings and most of these depth estimates were at the eddy edge.
4.4.4. Eddy Drivers
Winds: While no clear relationship to wind speed exists for eddy formation, as was found by Kirincich [2016]
for the northeast corner of the present study area, wind direction does play a role in determining when and
where eddies will normally form. Cyclonic eddies form along the western boundary predominately during
winds to the northwest (Figure 10b, blue dots), where the larger flow field around the eddy is strong and
onshore directed at the surface (Figure 9). In contrast, anticyclonic eddies forming during northwestward
winds are most often found in the northeast corner (Figure 10a, blue dots). Comparing the composite eddy
structures with the direction of the wind and surface flows for these eddy types suggests that eddies during
northwestward winds might form predominantly due to blocking of the wind-driven flow by local topogra-
phy. During winds to the northeast, both eddy types are more widely distributed, with the exception of a
local minimum in eddy activity along a northwestward line across the domain (Figure 10). In many of the
eddy types, the strongest composite velocities are found along this line, suggesting this is the general posi-
tion of the along-shelf coastal current described by Wilkin [2006] during eddy generation (Figure 9). Howev-
er, winds to the northeast are the dominant wind direction during summer [Kirincich, 2016] and thus some
Figure 10. The starting location and total track line of the center of all (left) anticyclonic and (right) cyclonic eddies present during
summer. Eddy tracks are colored by the direction of the wind forcing during the time of the eddy, where red tracks occur during times of
winds to the northeast and blue tracks occur during times of winds to the northwest.
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of the processes leading to the
distributions seen for northeast-
ward winds might not be due
to the wind itself.
Tides: A fraction of the eddies
in the northeast corner appear
to be linked to the phase of the
M2 tide as eddies of both rota-
tional types are more likely to
occur at max flood or ebb than
other phases of the local tide.
As illustrated by Kirincich [2016],
this is of interest as simple vor-
tex stretching of tidal flows
[Robinson, 1981] does not
account for the generation of
cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies
on both ebb and flood tide con-
ditions, but suggests a more
complex spatial structure of tid-
al phase. However, eddies in the
northeast corner do occur at all
phases of the tide, suggesting
that a large portion of the composite structure seen in (Figure 9) might be due to nontidal effects such as
the wind effects described above. Along the western boundary, in proximity to stronger tidal flows between
Martha’s Vineyard and Nomans, cyclonic eddies occur twice as often during times of slack water as
observed at mooring B, in contrast to the link between maximum tidal flows and eddies in the northeast
corner.
Horizontal Density Gradients: Near-surface gradients in density within the composite eddy averages (Fig-
ure 9) are generally weak except for during anticyclonic eddies in the northeast corner and offshore eddies.
For anticyclonic eddies in the northeast corner, composite surface velocities in the eastern part of the study
area are onshore and, despite appearing to be along lines of constant density anomaly (Figure 9), against
the direction of a thermal wind shear between the horizontal density gradient and the velocity field, assum-
ing weak flow at the bottom. For the eddies found offshore, the flow located in and around the mooring
locations appears to be along lines of constant density anomaly (Figure 9), and has a direction consistent
with a thermal wind balance. With a composite 0.04 kg m23 density change between the 15 and 25 m
moorings (a 5 km separation), the thermal wind velocity would be 2 cm/s at the surface, similar to the
observed velocity magnitudes. Farther offshore at the locations of the offshore eddies, anecdotal evidence
from the small number of eddies with concurrent cloud-free SST imagery suggests that density gradients or
baroclinic processes are a potential driver for these eddy types. For example as shown in Figure 11, a
cyclonic eddy exists along the offshore edge of a plume of cooler waters meandering through the study
area.
4.5. Transport Comparisons
The relative importance of wind-driven transport, eddy-driven transport, and the spatial variability of the
background mean flow on exchange across the inner shelf can be quantified by integrating the volume of
water predicted to move across the shelf—represented here in units of m2/d (i.e., m3/d per along-shelf m)
due to each process. Estimates are given separately for the periods before 18 September (summer) and
after 26 September (winter), defined based on the final breakdown of stratification that occurred between
the 18 and 26 September (Figure 4).
4.5.1. Wind-Driven Depth-Dependent Transport
The observed across-shelf and along-shelf winds have competing influence on the direction and magnitude
of exchange across the shelf during summer (Figure 4). The average theoretical across-shelf transport due
to the across-shelf winds would result in 3762 6 120 m2/d of volume transport directed onshore, while the
Figure 11. Example of a cyclonic offshore eddy with coincident and clear SST imagery
found on 09:30 GMT, 24 August 2014. Eddy streamlines (black lines) are shown over the
residual (with both the tide and the monthly mean removed) surface current field. The SST
imagery was downloaded from www.maracoos.org and reprocessed to mask for land,
clouds, and correct for georectification errors.
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theoretical effect of the along-shelf winds would provide 1760 6 120 m2/d of volume transport directed off-
shore (Figure 6). Uncertainty estimates for both wind-driven transports were assessed by assuming a poten-
tial bias in the wind speed of up to 60.1 m/s and computing the subsequent range of wind-driven
transports. Both wind components would, in theory, result in offshore exchange in winter with most of the
theoretical transport driven by along-shelf winds as a result of two large wind events in mid-October and
mid-November, respectively (Figure 4).
For the observed across-shelf surface layer transport driven by the summer or winter winds, the regression
coefficients shown in Table 2 were used to predict the average transport realized at each mooring due to
the along-shelf and across-shelf wind forcing. Using this approach, the potential effect of the winds are inte-
grated over the full season for all moorings, even though observations at the moorings might be shorter in
length (i.e., D, H, E, and I in Table 1). The potential range of uncertainty present was estimated by varying
the orientation of the principal axis of flow, a critical component of the across-shelf transport calculation, at
all moorings by 658 and recalculating the regression results and the average transports.
The average transport driven by along-shelf or across-shelf winds varies systematically across the mooring
locations (Figure 6). During summer, both the across-shelf and along-shelf wind-driven transport change
sign from B to F, or west to east. As the local winds are rotated into along-shelf and across-shelf coordinate
system at each location, a portion of the differences seen—particularly the near-zero along-shelf wind-
driven exchange at F—was likely due to the difference in principal axis orientation, defined by the depth-
averaged, nontidal flow. Yet, the increased across-shelf wind response seen at moorings D and F relative to
B exists even with no coordinate system rotation (not shown here). Onshore at the 15 m moorings (A, C, G,
and E), the across-shelf wind-driven exchange generally increases fivefold from 547 6 130 to
2642 6 400 m2/d directed onshore from west to east, while the along-shelf wind-driven exchange was
weak in comparison, varying from 6100 m2/d at A and C to 400 to 500 m2/d directed onshore at G and E.
During winter, strong offshore transport driven by the across-shelf winds exists at all moorings, with magni-
tudes of 1200–1800 m2/d at the 15 m moorings, and up to 3800 m2/d at moorings B and D in 25 m of water.
As regressions of the observed transport against the potential along-shelf wind-driven exchange were uni-
formly weak (Table 2) with the opposite sign to that expected due to Ekman transport during winter, they
are not considered further.
The observed mean transport (Figure 6: black arrows), the time integral of Uobs within the surface layer
divided by the duration, also had sizable lateral variations over the summer. At the 25 m moorings,
observed transport ranged from 1300 m2/d directed onshore at B to 1300 m2/d offshore at F. At the 15 m
moorings, observed transports were up to 61300 m2/d and directed offshore at all moorings but E, where
onshore flow was observed. This observed transport pattern reversed during the winter season with strong,
2600 m2/d, offshore transport at B but 1800–2500 m2/d onshore transport in the east at D and F. The
observed transport at the inshore mooring was between 1000 and 2000 m2/d onshore at all stations but E,
where offshore transport was observed.
The average transport due to the regression intercept (Figure 6: magenta arrows) can be thought of as the
integrated effect of all other nonwind-driven processes that also drive depth-dependent exchange. As can
be seen in Figure 6, this transport generally represents the difference between the combination of the
wind-driven transports, based on the regressions between the wind and the surface layer transport, and the
observed transport. During summer, this transport was directed offshore with variable magnitudes near
2000 m2/d at 15 m and 6000 m2 at D and F, but onshore at mooring B in the west. During winter, this
transport was directed onshore at all moorings except E (not shown here).
4.5.2. Eddy Transport
Tracking particles that start within the eddy over the lifespan of the eddy serves as an estimate of how
eddies—defined solely by their stream function—trap and move water parcels. This calculation focuses on
eddies that were seen along the 25 m isobath, as direct estimates of their vertical extent observed at moor-
ings B, D, F, or I can be used to estimate the volume transport. Following Kirincich [2016], the eddy across-
shelf volume transport was estimated by integrating the northward (effectively onshore) volume transport
of all seeded particles for each eddy, assuming each particle was representative of a volume of water equiv-
alent to an HF radar grid cell (800 m 3 800 m) with the same vertical extent as the eddy. However, given
that most eddies do not translate far relative to their diameter, the ability of an eddy to move a particle of
water from one side to the other over its lifespan, defined here as its relative transport, represents a source
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of exchange across the shelf in addition to the simple translation of the eddy as a whole. This rotational
effect can be estimated via the sum of the displacement, relative to the mean displacement, of all parcels
that move farther onshore than the mean. For both calculations, results were normalized by the domain
width, or the along-shelf extent of the study area at the location of the eddy center, to yield a volume trans-
port (m3 per m in the along-shelf direction) that is summed for all eddies of a characteristic type and divid-
ed by the duration of the season to yield an average transport, in m2 per day, that is directly comparable to
estimates of the wind-driven transport. The potential uncertainty of the eddy transports were assessed by
varying the estimated eddy depths by the standard deviation of eddy depths for each eddy type and esti-
mating the range of transports that would result (Table 4).
Within the domain, eddies generally moved offshore during summer, thus the eddy mean or translational
effect transports volume offshore with cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies contributing roughly equal amounts
(Table 4). During winter, anticyclonic eddies move predominate offshore, driving a larger offshore transport
than the onshore transport due to cyclonic eddies. Integrated over the summer, the total translational effect
of the eddies alone (316 6 79 m2/d directed offshore) accounted for exchange equal to 25% of the
observed wind-driven depth-dependent exchange across the 25 m isobath (1280 6 233 m2/d directed
onshore) but in the opposite direction (Table 5). During winter, eddy-driven transport is offshore, 1/3 the
magnitude of, and in the same direction as the wind. The relative effect of eddies contributed an additional
550 6 370 and 200 6 370 m2/d of volume transport for both rotational directions for summer and winter
respectively (Table 4).
As shown by Kirincich [2016], coherent eddies in the study area generally exist as local minima of eddy
kinetic energy within the flow field. Thus, how much of the total relative exchange observed occurs within
the defined eddy itself, as opposed to outside the eddy, is an important aspect of this calculation. Advecting
particles starting along an along-shelf line centered at the 25 m isobath over the lifespan of each eddy
allows an estimate of how much of the rotational effect caused by the eddy was located inside the eddy.
During summer, the relative volume transport of the line particles was almost three times the relative trans-
port of the in-eddy particles for both eddy types (Table 4), and thus the eddy itself accounts for only a frac-
tion of the relative volume exchange due to the conditions that lead to eddy formation. In contrast, the
Table 4. Daily Averaged Across-Shelf Transport by Eddiesa,b
Summer
Eddy Line
Eddy type Mean Relative Mean Relative
Anticyclonic 2155 6 36 546 6 365 0 1413 6 910
Cyclonic 2161 6 43 556 6 375 0 1443 6 942
Winter
Eddy Line
Eddy type Mean Relative Mean Relative
Anticyclonic 2421 6 172 221 6 126 0 333 6 176
Cyclonic 118 6 80 181 6 100 0 254 6 125
aIn m3 per along-shelf m, or m2, per day.
bSee discussion for calculation details.
Table 5. Average Observed Transports Across the 25 m Isobatha,b
Wind Eddy Background
Mean Relative Mean Relative Mean Relative
Summer 1280 6 233 1960 6 468 2316 6 79 1101 6 740 264 6 121 3426 6 853
Winter 2970 6 285 849 6 750 2303 6 252 402 6 226 2183 6 143 4029 6 853
aIn m2 per day (m3 per along-shelf m per day).
bSee discussion for calculation details.
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relative volume transport of the line particles was only slight more that the eddy relative transport in winter,
suggesting that most of the exchange effects were confined to the eddy itself.
4.5.3. Background Transport
The spatial mean cumulative transport of the background flow field (Figure 5) can be similarly estimated by
integrating the monthly averaged velocity structure, which was removed from the residual velocities used
to estimate depth-dependent transport and eddy transport, over the summer and winter periods. A mean
surface layer thickness of 5 m is assumed for consistency with the above estimates of eddy depth, and
uncertainty estimates for the background transport were made by propagating the standard error of the
mean and anomaly fields. Applied to an east-west line, approximately along-shelf, centered at the 25 m iso-
bath, the spatial mean background exchange was small relative to the wind-driven and eddy-driven
exchange in summer, but large and opposite to the wind-driven and eddy-driven exchange in winter (Table
4). In both seasons, the relative exchange due to the background flow field was 1–2 times larger than all
other sources of relative exchange.
5. Discussion
5.1. The Drivers of Depth-Dependent Exchange Variability
The across-shelf surface layer transport is used here as an indicator of how variable inner-shelf circulation
can be within the study area. The combined use of HF radar surface currents and moored ADCP results rep-
resents the best estimate of the true surface layer transport because of its ability to capture near surface
shear. Across the mooring array, the surface layer transport varied dramatically, up to 100% of the theoreti-
cal wind-driven response, likely because of variability in wind-driven and nonwind-driven transport process-
es. Both are discussed further here.
Establishing the local coordinate system was critical to most aspects of the analysis, hence its use in estimat-
ing the transport uncertainties. Rotating observed velocities into an along-shelf and across-shelf coordinate
system based on the principal axis of the depth-averaged flow has been utilized for some time [e.g., Kundu
and Allen, 1976] to understand the effects of the wind on across-shelf dynamics relative to the more domi-
nant along-shelf dynamics. However, in the context of a larger number of mooring locations with variable
bathymetric conditions, it is unclear if a more appropriate definition for along-shelf is necessary. In general,
small rotations of the principal axis can have large results in the estimated transport, particularly at the off-
shore moorings. Offshore, the relative angle between the principal axis and the dominant wind direction
varied by up to 508, and thus was a factor in determining the regression magnitude and direction of the
wind-driven surface layer transport. However, estimating the regression between the surface layer transport
and wind-driven transports on a nonrotated, east and north coordinate system, there are still differences in
the regression coefficients of up to 50% over relatively small spatial scales (not shown here). Thus, the defi-
nition of along-shelf is not the only reason for the differences seen.
Independent of the coordinate system itself, differences from the predicted transport are likely due to either
variations in stratification, which would drive a different magnitude response in the surface layer, or differ-
ences in the winds themselves. While the spatial variability of the wind was not measured at multiple offshore
sites, comparing wind observations from mooring H to land-based sensors up to 10–15 km away found only
small differences during times of onshore winds, which include the dominant wind direction out of the south-
west. However, there are notable spatial variations in the mean stratification that partially explain the spatial
trends in the response to the wind found in summer. The time-mean top to bottom stratification decreases
from 0.04 to 0.028 kg m23/m moving from west to east along the 15 m isobath along with the increase in the
across-shelf wind regression coefficient (Table 2). Offshore moorings have mean stratifications of 0.05 kg
m23/m except F, which at 0.038 kg m23/m is more similar to the 15 m sites in stratification magnitude and
regression coefficients. As discussed in Lentz and Fewings [2012], decreased stratification at a given water
depth would favor a stronger response to the across-shelf wind forcing than that seen for the along-shelf
winds. This shift toward a larger response to the across-shelf wind as well as the difference in principal axis ori-
entation, might account for the differences between F and the other offshore moorings.
5.2. The Drivers of Eddies
With mean transport magnitudes up to 1/3 of the wind-driven exchange, coherent eddies appear to be an
important component of the lateral exchange observed south of Martha’s Vineyard. As shown by Kirincich
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[2016], a fraction O(40%) of the eddies occurring within the northeast corner were linked to specific phases
of the local M2 tide that are conducive to the generation of vorticity due to vortex stretching [i.e., Robinson,
1981]. However, whether an eddy is found within the northeast corner appears to also depend on wind
direction (Figure 10). The spatial extent of the eddy hot spot within the northeast corner is not significantly
different between winter and summer, and is similar in along-shelf and across-shelf extent to that of the
shoals itself. Thus, while differences in wind forcing and stratification appear to affect the total number of
eddies found during a season, the area of the inner-shelf subject to additional small-scale eddy fluxes due
to the presence of the shoals is limited to an area not larger that the shoals itself in both seasons.
To the west, the occurrence of eddies along the western boundary is less often linked to the phase of the
tide in the area, but more to the direction of the wind and the dominant along-shelf flow, suggesting that
flow around the topography is important. However, the location of the eddy hot spot along the western
edge changes from winter to summer, suggesting that stratification is likely to also be a factor. Inshore,
where the eddies crossed the locations of multiple moorings, eddies were seen to form both within an
existing horizontal density structure, such that the eddy streamlines align with near-surface isopyncals, as
well as form across isopyncals and advect or deform the existing horizontal density structure. For most of
the eddy types, wind direction might control the eddy formation as wind direction appears to control the
larger scale flow field and its interaction with the existing bathymetric barriers. Eddies found offshore dur-
ing times of good SST imagery consistently had eddy streamlines aligned with isotherms (Figure 11). If rep-
resentative of the bulk of offshore eddies, this suggests that baroclinic effects and not wind or direct
topographic effects might have been the dominant driver of eddy activity offshore.
5.3. The Implications of Lateral Variability on Exchange
The depth-dependent wind-driven, eddy, and background transports are each assessments of different pro-
cesses that cause circulation and exchange across the inner-shelf south of Martha’s Vineyard. The across-
shelf surface layer transport due to winds, averaged over the mooring array (Figure 6 and Table 5), was
onshore in summer but with transport magnitudes, integrated over the summer, that were similar to the
volume of the inner shelf itself inshore of the 25 m isobath (1.2 3 105 versus 1 3 105 m3/along-shelf m).
Spatial variations of the response to wind forcing seen in the depth-dependent surface layer transport as
well as the relative effects of eddies were significant (Figure 6), adding 1–2 additional inner-shelf volumes
of exchange each in the form of large-scale horizontal stirring. The spatial structure of the background flow
(Figure 5 and Table 4) amounts to 2-2.5 inner-shelf volumes of exchange integrated over the summer sea-
son. Thus, integrated over a full season, the exchange of particles across the Martha’s Vineyard inner shelf
was driven predominately by lateral variability and not along-shelf uniform wind-driven dynamics. While
the exact magnitude and impact of the relative exchange for wind and eddy-driven processes are difficult
to determine, the background circulation that causes the large-scale relative exchange is not, and has been
shown to lead to real fluxes of heat across the shelf [Wilkin, 2006; Fewings and Lentz, 2011; Kirincich et al.,
2013].
5.4. The Consistency of Transport Estimates
It is possible that a portion of the wind-driven regression intercept seen at the moorings, which generally
counterbalanced the wind-driven transport, might be the result of the larger scale effects of the eddies as
illustrated above by the relative transport of an along-shelf line of particles. Coherent eddies move offshore
and to the west in the area of moorings D and F, more so than at other moorings, which would potentially
contribute a sizable nonwind transport at these locations (Figure 6). In contrast, at mooring B, there is little
net translation of eddies, but mooring B is consistently on the northeast side of cyclonic eddies along the
western edge (Figure 9) where the larger scale flow outside of the eddy is to the northwest.
That there is less variability in the regression intercept at the onshore moorings, where less eddies were
observed, suggests that other processes might be driving the residual transport onshore. Here, differences
between the Eulerian wave-driven return flow captured by the ADCPs and the theoretical Stokes drift verti-
cal structure used to account for it here, or errors in the wave estimates themselves [Fewings et al., 2008],
might be a key element of the difference. Notably, the magnitude of the residual is consistent
(2000 6 200 m2) at onshore moorings A, C, and G, which all span the entire summer, and where the effects
of the wave-driven return flow should be larger in relative magnitude. Regardless, compared to the wind-
driven exchange both the lateral exchange due to coherent eddies and the large scale lateral variations in
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the background (monthly mean) flow field resulted in significantly more volume exchange than what was
predicted or observed due to the wind alone.
5.5. The Implications for Other Coastal Systems
While large, the background exchange was driven by tidal rectification, in contrast to the wind and a num-
ber of the characteristic eddy-driven exchange processes, and thus is not likely to be as important in other
coastal systems without strong bathymetric or tidal gradients. The coherent eddies identified using the
eddy-finding methodology were small in spatial scale, short-lived in time, and occurred in addition to the
wind-driven transport. Thus eddies represent additional transport that has not been accounted for in typical
mooring-based estimates of exchange. While many of the eddies found onshore appeared to be caused by
a combination of flow-topography effects and wind directions, an important aspect of their generation was
likely related to changes in the wind direction itself, a feature that is independent of the bathymetry. In con-
trast, the generally larger eddies found offshore represent a potentially critical source of spatially variable
stirring to the inner shelf that is likely to be present in all locations. The recent modeling studies of Brink
[2015] and Brink and Seo [2015] have documented that baroclinic gradients over the inner shelf and/or
changing wind directions generates similar types of eddies that play a significant role in the flux of heat
and momentum across the shelf.
Finally, the effects of lateral variability described here have been shown to be important relative to the
strength of the depth-dependent wind-forced exchange observed on the Martha’s Vineyard inner shelf. How-
ever, the magnitude of this circulation, integrated over the stratified summer season for example, is small rela-
tive to stronger upwelling regions such as the Oregon or California coast. Taking conditions typical of the
Oregon coast, for example, the volume of the inner shelf is smaller and the integrated surface layer transport
over the summer upwelling season is larger than Martha’s Vineyard in comparison. Using values for the inner-
shelf width and the observed across-shelf transport from Kirincich et al. [2005], the Oregon inner shelf realizes
wind-driven exchange equal to 6–10 times the volume of the inner shelf over the summer upwelling season
in comparison. Thus, the relative impact of lateral sources of variability on the total exchange is likely to be
larger in areas of reduced or ‘‘less effective’’ wind forcing and/or wider inner shelves.
5.6. Missing Processes
This study has not addressed the role of lateral variability in leading to the mixing of water properties or driv-
ing the flux of quantities (i.e., heat or salt) across the inner shelf [Wilkin, 2006; Fewings and Lentz, 2011; Kirincich
et al., 2013]. By focusing solely on the potential for volume exchange, the results described here are relevant
for understanding the translation of water particles across the shelf independent of potential mixing between
water particles. While difficult to constrain with the data available, the mixing of water masses during episodic
wind or eddy events would increase the effective exchange above that realized via analysis of the mean (net)
transport only. An important source of uncertainty is whether the mixing and exchange from depth-
dependent forcings (i.e., wind-driven upwelling or downwelling) is notably different than the mixing of lateral
processes, leading to a larger effect on the transfer of properties across the shelf. Additionally, eddies them-
selves only account for a fraction of the relative volume exchange present during an eddy due to both the
definition of an eddy and the conditions that lead to eddy formation. Thus, the role of incoherent small-scale
features on horizontal exchange and stirring is a critical component that is missing from this analysis.
Finally, this work does not address the potential vertical advection by the submesoscale features that com-
prise most of the small-scale coherent eddies found here. As shown by Kirincich [2016], inner-shelf eddies
have measurable levels of surface convergence and divergence that suggest vertical motions of 1–3 m/d.
While this is potentially small relative to areas with stronger upwelling [e.g., Kirincich et al., 2005], given the
fluctuating wind forcing observed, it may be an important contribution. Ongoing efforts with this data set
are examining the role of incoherent stirring on exchange across the inner shelf as well as the implications
on the flux of heat and salt through the inner shelf.
6. Summary and Conclusions
Numerous sources of lateral variability exist over the inner-shelf south of Martha’s Vineyard. Depth-
dependent wind-driven across-shelf transport varied both in the magnitude and the direction of the
exchange over relatively short spatial scales (10–15 km). While forcing from the across-shelf wind tended to
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dominate the across-shelf wind-driven response onshore at the 15 m isobath, the response at the 25 m iso-
bath was complicated by changes in the alignment of the principal axis of flow and potentially, the proximi-
ty to bathymetric features. Submesoscale eddies with scales generally smaller than 10 h and 6 km were
frequently found over the inner shelf with vertical scales of 5–10 m. Eddies tended to occur in key areas
along the south coast of Martha’s Vineyard including along the western edge of the island, south and west
of Wasque Shoals located to the east, and more generally offshore and removed from direct topographic
influence. The occurrence of eddies was related to a combination of tidal and intermittent wind forcing
effects onshore, but appears more due to buoyancy variability offshore. At slowly varying time scales of
months or longer, strong spatial variability existed in the inner-shelf circulation due to the influence of the
tides, bathymetry, seasonally varying winds, and stratification.
The total exchange across the inner-shelf south of Martha’s Vineyard, MA was a complex combination of
wind-driven depth-dependent exchange, transport due to coherent eddies, as well as the effects of a mean
background circulation. Due to the short time scales of the fluctuating winds, wind forcing itself had a sur-
prisingly small integrated effect on the along-shelf uniform across-shelf exchange, in terms of the total vol-
ume of the inner shelf ‘‘upwelled’’ over the summer stratified period. Components of the depth-dependent
exchange across the inner shelf were generally consistent with wind-driven theory, yet the total observed
transport often opposed the wind-driven exchange. The integrated effect of small-scale lateral variations
suggests that lateral exchange due to coherent eddies can make an important contribution to volume
transport across the inner shelf near areas of complex topography or more variable wind conditions.
Appendix A: Surface Current Data Quality
The quality of the surface current observations were assessed in multiple ways. First, comparisons were made
between the velocity in the surface-most bin of the ADCPs (at 2–4 m depth) and the nearest spatial average
of the HF radar velocity, measuring the top 0.5 m [Stewart and Joy, 1974]. While real differences exist between
the two measurement types due to the separation distance and spatial extent [Graber et al., 1997; Shay et al.,
2007], ADCP to HF radar comparisons are often used to identify whether significant differences between these
observations exist that might be due to instrumental noise or bias [see review by Paduan and Washburn,
2013]. For the 30 min averaged east velocity component, these comparisons, as rms differences range from 6
to 10 cm s21. RMS differences were generally smaller inshore and to the west, with moorings C and B having
the smallest differences, while F and I had largest differences, driven in part by the strong spatial variability in
tidal velocities that existed along the eastern edge of the study area [Kirincich et al., 2013].
Second, two mass drifter releases within the study period were used by Rypina et al. [2016] to make both
Eulerian and Lagrangian comparisons between the drifter velocities and trajectories and that possible from
the HF radar results. Eulerian comparisons between the drifter velocities and radar velocities had mean bias
of 1-4 cm s21 and std dev of 4–7 cm s21. Lagrangian comparisons between the drifter trajectories and pseu-
dotrajectories launched within the HF radar field had mean separation speeds of 2.5-5 cm s21. Importantly,
these results varied systematically between the releases with the release during stronger wind forcing hav-
ing smaller differences, likely due to environmental conditions favoring larger spatial scales of variability
that were better resolved by the radar [Rypina et al., 2014, 2016].
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